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The marosopi urvature of double helial DNA indued by regularly repeated adenine trats

(A-trats) is well-known but still puzzling. Its physial origin remains ontroversial even though

it is perhaps the best-doumented sequene modulation of DNA struture. The reently proposed

ompressed bakbone theory (CBT) suggested that the bending an result from a geometri mis-

math between the spei� bakbone length and optimal base staking orientations in B-DNA. It

predited that the urvature in A-trat repeats an be relaxed by introduing single stranded breaks

(niks). This e�et have not been tested earlier and it would not be aounted for by alternative

models of DNA bending. This paper heks the above predition in a ombined theoretial and

experimental investigation. A series of niked DNA fragments was onstruted from two mother

sequenes with idential base pair omposition, one inluding A-trat repeats and the other being

random. The urvature was tested experimentally by gel mobility assays and, simultaneously, by

free moleular dynamis (MD) simulations. Single stranded breaks produe virtually no e�et upon

the gel mobility of the random sequene DNA. In ontrast, for niked A-trat fragments, a regular

modulation of urvature is observed depending upon the position of the strand break with respet to

the overall bend. As predited by CBT, the urvature is redued, with maximal relaxation observed

when the nik ours inside A-trats. These experimental results are partially reprodued in MD

simulations of niked A-trat repeats. Analysis of omputed urved DNA onformations reveals

modulations of loal bakbone length as measured by distanes between some sugar atoms, with

maximal bakbone ompression in the narrowing of the minor groove inside A-trats. The results

lend additional support to CBT versus alternative mehanisms of intrinsi urvature in DNA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The intrinsi urvature in DNA was disovered about

twenty years ago for regular repeats of AnTm, with n +

m > 3, alled A-trats

1,2,3

. Several profound reviews ex-

ist of the large volume of related data aumulated dur-

ing the last deades

4,5,6,7,8,9

. Due to its outstanding role

in genome funtioning and a very ontroversial experi-

mental behavior, the sequene dependent DNA bending

ontinues to attrat great attention. The hottest point of

debates is the moleular mehanism of this phenomenon.

Already in the seventies, it was realized that the DNA

double helix is not a rigid ylinder, but is bendable de-

pending upon diretion and the base pair sequene

10,11

.

By postulating that staking in ApA steps is intrinsi-

ally non-parallel the wedge model predited that A-

trats repeated in phase with the helial srew should

bend DNA

12

. This proved true, but the model later ap-

peared unsatisfatory. It turned out that X-ray DNA

strutures are often bent in random sequenes whereas A-

trats are exeptionally straight

13,14,15

. With the grow-

ing number of sequenes heked, non-zero wedges had

to be introdued for all base pair steps

16,17,18

, never-

theless, experimental ounter-examples were eventually

found where bending ould not result from aumula-

tion of wedges

19,20

. Several theories tried to reveal other

physial fators involved in DNA bending along with base

staking. The most popular juntion model proposed by

the Crother's group

2,21

originated from an idea that a

bend should our when two di�erent DNA forms are

staked

22

. If poly(dA).poly(dT) double helix had a spe-

ial B' form as suggested by some data

23

the helial axis

should be kinked when an A-trat is interrupted by a ran-

dom sequene. Drew and Travers

24,25

apparently were

the �rst to notie that narrowing of both DNA grooves

at the inner edge of a bend is a neessary and su�-

ient ondition of bending. They, and later Burkho� and

Tullius

26

, onsidered the preferene of narrow and wide

minor groove pro�les by ertain sequenes as the possible

original ause of this e�et. Similar ideas were onsidered

within the ontext of the juntion model

27

. In addition,

the possible involvement of solvent ounterions in DNA

bending was disussed long ago

28

, and it has been exten-

sively studied in the reent years

29,30,31

. Detailed analy-

ses of all these theories inluding omparison with exper-

imental data an be found in the reent literature

8,9,32

.

Here we note only that, in spite of all e�orts, the ontro-

versies remain and ontinue to aumulate

33,34

.

Conformational alulations were always intensively

used for testing various hypothesis onerning DNA

bending

11,21,35,36,37,38,39,40

. The progress in method-

ology of moleular dynamis (MD) simulations of nu-

lei aids

41

reently made possible realisti modeling

of A-trat DNA fragments

27,42,43,44

. In straightfor-

ward simulations of bending, the initial straight sym-

metrial DNA is allowed to bend spontaneously with

no extra fores applied, that is due to generi atom-

atom interations

27,32,42,45,46

. Suh omputational ex-
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periments are very demanding beause they involve rela-

tively long DNA fragments and require multi-nanoseond

(at least) trajetories to reveal reliable trends toward

bent states. Nevertheless, for preseleted A-trat se-

quenes, it was possible to demonstrate spontaneous

emergene of intrinsi urvature in the ourse of sim-

ulations as well as attrating harater of bent states,

whih is neessary for stati urvature. These simula-

tions resulted in a new hypothesis of the physial origin

of intrinsi urvature whih we refer to as the ompressed

bakbone theory (CBT)

32,45,46

.

In a ertain sense, the CBT ontinues the line of ear-

lier views that attributed the origin of bending to the

properties of the DNA bakbone

24,25,26,27

. It postulates

that the intrinsi urvature in B-DNA results from a

geometri mismath between the length of the sugar-

phosphate bakbone and the base pair staking. Starting

from the �rst published drawing of the double helix

47

,

its two bakbone strands are viewed as regular spiral

traes that wind along the surfae of the ylindrial B-

DNA ore formed by staked base pairs. Beause reg-

ular spirals represent the shortest lines that join two

points on a ylindrial surfae, and beause the bak-

bone strands are ovalently linked to bases, an ideal B-

DNA an exist only if the average bakbone length ei-

ther mathes exatly or is shorter than that ditated by

the base pair staking

45

. The CBT assumes the oppo-

site. It postulates that, under physiologial onditions,

the equilibrium spei� length of the B-DNA bakbone,

onsidered as a restrained polymer attahed to a ylin-

drial surfae, is slightly longer that in the anonial B-

form. In physis, similar mismathing relationship is of-

ten alled geometri frustration

48

. The bakbone tries

to expand and "pushes" staked bases while the stak-

ing interations oppose this. Eventually, the bakbone

�nds a "ompromise" by deviating from its regular spiral

trae, whih auses quasi-sinusoidal modulations of the

DNA grooves. Conomitant base staking perturbations

ause loal bends that aumulate to marosopi stati

urvature when the period of these modulations orre-

sponds to an integral number of helial turns. The CBT

onsiders B-DNA double helies with any sequenes and

it may have a number of interesting onsequenes. It

suggests, for example, that, even under normal temper-

ature, the B-DNA double helix an our in a glass-like

state haraterized by very long relaxation times

32

. The

latter predition agrees with some reent experimental

data

49,50,51

. Under ertain assumptions, one an even

imagine the possibility of a glass-like aging of a single

DNA moleule in vivo, with diret relation to the prob-

lems of biologial aging.

One of the possible experimental tests of CBT is

based upon the predited e�et of single-stranded breaks

(niks) upon the intrinsi urvature

32

. Reversible single

hain breaks in DNA our during diverse biohemial

proesses, inluding general and site-spei� reombina-

tion, repliation, and DNA repair. Therefore, strutural

perturbations due to niks and single-stranded "gaps"

have been earlier haraterized in a number experimen-

tal studies

52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68

. A-

ording to all these data, niks perturb the free DNA

very little. The orresponding X-ray strutures

58

are straight and similar to those of intat duplexes

with analogous sequenes. This agrees with early

physiohemial tests

52,53,54

as well as NMR studies in

solution

56,57,65,66,67

. The main detetable e�et of a

nik is loal melting or fraying, espeially at low ioni

strength, mild denaturating onditions, or elevated tem-

peratures. This inreases the isotropi �exibility of DNA

and redues its gel mobility

60,61,63,68

. In normal ondi-

tions the nik fraying is small and it almost undetetable

below 10

◦
C

61,68

.

Based upon these experimental data and the earlier

views of the origin of intrinsi urvature one should ex-

pet that niks in phased A-trat sequenes an either

inrease bending or have zero e�et. The inrease may

be expeted if the urvature is aused by external fores,

as in eletrostati ounterion models, beause the �ex-

ible hinge at a nik an allow these fores to inrease

the bend angle in their diretion. A zero e�et is ex-

peted for the wedge and juntion models beause niks

arguably do not a�et the A-trat strutures

58

and do

not ause wedges detetable in gel migration assays

61

.

In ontrast, if the intrinsi urvature is really aused by

the bakbone ompression, single-stranded breaks should

relax it, whih should inrease the gel mobility of urved

DNA fragments. This e�et is opposite to that of the

inreased isotropi �exibility, moreover, the latter an be

eliminated by reduing the temperature so that these two

phenomena annot be onfused. In addition, beause the

degree of the ompression should vary regularly between

the inner and outer edges of the bent DNA, relaxation

produed by a single nik is expeted to hange systemat-

ially aording to its position with respet to the overall

bend.

Here we present the results of experimental and simu-

lation studies arried out aording to the above plan.

Two 35-mer sequenes from our reent omparative

investigation

32

were used for onstruting two series of

niked DNA fragments. The �rst sequene ontained an

A-trat repeat motif that was preseleted in MD simula-

tions to reproduibly indue strong stati urvature. The

seond sequene was �random�, but with the same base

pair omposition. Bakbone breaks were introdued in

one strand at di�erent portions to span approximately

one helial turn. The urvature was probed by PAGE as

well as long-time MD simulations. In experiment, a no-

tieable inrease in the gel mobility of the niked A-trat

repeat is observed depending upon the nik position. In

ontrast, no suh e�et is found for the random frag-

ment. MD simulations fail to reprodue experimental

e�ets qualitatively, but qualitatively they also on�rm

that single stranded breaks interfere with the A-trat in-

dued urvature. The results qualitatively agree with

CBT, but they annot be aounted for by other models.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Oligonuleotides and onstrution of 5'-labeled

DNA probes

The double stranded DNA ontaining four A-trats

�anked poly(dA).poly(dT) termini were onstruted by

annealing the syntheti oligonuleotide B (the top line in

Table I) with its omplementary (bottom) strand. Dou-

ble stranded DNA fragments ontaining single stranded

breaks (niks) were onstruted by annealing two shorter

oligonuleotides (Table I) with the same bottom strand.

In the same way a series of niked duplexes was on-

struted from the referene random sequene fragment

S, with its base pair omposition idential to that of B.

The sequenes of the oligonuleotides used for the on-

strution of the DNA fragments are assembled in Table

I. The fragment odes in this table use the following

mnemonis. The apital 'B' and 'S' stand for "bent" and

"straight". The small letter pre�x 'n' stands for "nik".

The numbers indiate the shift of the nik position with

respet to the enter of the sequene.

In all the onstruts, one of the oligonuleotides an-

nealed was labeled with T4 polynuleotide kinase and [

32
-

P℄-ATP. In most ases the label was attahed to the 5'-

end of the bottom (ontinuous) oligonuleotide whereas

the two strands at the nik position were terminated

with 3'OH and 5'OH groups. For some sequenes, 5'-

phosphorylated niks were additionally onstruted to

hek the e�et of phosphate harges. In this ase the

ontinuous strand arried 5'-OH while [

32
-P℄ was intro-

dued in the orresponding shorter partner. The anneal-

ing was arried out by inubating 300 nM of the unla-

beled oligonuleotide(s) with 30 nM of end-labeled ones

for 3 min at 80

◦
C in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM

NaCl, and then allowing them to ool slowly. To dis-

tinguish between the two nik series, in the text, we add

small letter su�xes 'o' and 'p' to the odes given in Table

I. Thus the whole two nik series of the bent DNA are

referred to as nBo and nBp, respetively, while the in-

dividual niked fragments are denoted as nB-2o, nB-2p,

et.

B. Gel mobility assays

The mobility of the DNA fragments was analyzed in

12% gels (arylamide to bis-arylamide, 29:1) bu�ered

with 90 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.6. In order

to hek the e�et of Mg

2+
ions the bu�er was supple-

mented with 10 mMMgCl2 in the absene of EDTA. Gels

were pre-run under onstant power until stabilization of

the urrent. Labeled DNA in a bu�er ontaining 20 mM

Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 50 mM NaCl, 4% Phioll-400 and xy-

lenianol was loaded onto the gel. The eletrophoresis

was performed under onstant voltage and onstant tem-

perature of 4

◦
C. The dried gels were exposed to storage

phosphor sreens and visualized on a 400S PhosphorIm-

ager (Moleular Dynamis).

C. Calulations

MD simulations were arried out for the entral 35 base

pairs of six niked DNA fragments in Table I onstruted

from the A-trat repeat sequene (nB-4o, ..., nB+6o).

The orresponding alulations for the two mother frag-

ments without niks (B and S) were reported earlier

32

.

For onsisteny with the previous studies

32,45,46

, we used

the AMBER98

69,70

fore �eld and TIP3P water

71

. Tra-

jetories generally started from the �ber anonial B-

DNA onformation

72

and were ontinued to 20 ns. In

a few ases, dynamis was also run starting from the

anonial A-DNA onformation. In total, these simula-

tions sampled from more than 0.2 ms of all-atom dynam-

is for niked and intat 35-mer DNA fragments with the

same A-trat repeat sequene.

Moleular dynamis simulations were arried out with

the internal oordinate moleular dynamis (ICMD)

method

73,74

adapted for DNA

75,76

with the time step of

0.01 ps. In this approah, the DNA moleule has all

bond length and almost all bond angles �xed at their

standard values. The only variable bond angles are those

entered at the sugar C1',...,C4', and O4' atoms, whih

assures the �exibility of the furanose rings. In ontrast,

bases, thymine methyls, and phosphate groups move as

artiulated rigid bodies, with only rotations around sin-

gle bonds allowed. The highest frequenies in thus ob-

tained models are additionally balaned by inreasing ro-

tational inertia of the lightest rigid bodies as desribed

earlier

75,77

. The possible physial e�ets of the above

modi�ations have been disussed elsewhere

74,78

.

The so-alled "minimal model" of B-DNA was

used

75,79

. It inludes only a partial hydration shell and

treats ounterion and long range solvation e�ets impli-

itly by reduing phosphate harges to -0.5 and applying

linear saling of Coulomb fores. This model produes B-

DNA strutures very lose to experimental data and has

no other bias towards bent or non-bent onformations

exept the base pair sequene. The interest to impliit

solvation in DNA simulations is long standing and it on-

tinues in the literature

80

. Advantages as well as limita-

tions of suh approahes have been reently reviewed

41

.

The minimal model is not meant to be generally ap-

pliable and we have hosen it for the present studies

beause of the following onsiderations. We assume that

e�ets it ignores, like sequene spei� ounterion bind-

ing, play some role, but are not ritial for the A-trat

indued urvature. We have shown earlier that, in these

onditions, the A-trat repeat motif we are using has a

bent state with very strong attrating properties that al-

low one to observe spontaneous transitions to stable bent

onformations in the ourse of MD

32,45

. This property

is rather exeptional and only due to it one ould hope

to obtain useful information from a omparison between

niked and intat DNA in MD. We also arried out sev-
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TABLE I: Constrution of DNA fragments. A-trats are boldfaed and nik positions are marked by double quotes.

Code Sequene

B A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB-9 A18-AAAATAGG"CTATTTTAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB-6 A18-AAAATAGGCTA"TTTTAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB-4 A18-AAAATAGGCTATT"TTAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB-2 A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTT"AGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB+0 A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTTAG"GCTATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB+2 A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTTAGGC"TATTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB+4 A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTTAGGCTA"TTTTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB+6 A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATT"TTAGGCTATTTT-T18

nB+11 A18-AAAATAGGCTATTTTAGGCTATTTTAGG"CTATTTT-T18

S A18-TTAGATAGTATGACTATCTATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS-9 A18-TTAGATAG"TATGACTATCTATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS-6 A18-TTAGATAGTAT"GACTATCTATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS-4 A18-TTAGATAGTATGA"CTATCTATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS-2 A18-TTAGATAGTATGACT"ATCTATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS+0 A18-TTAGATAGTATGACTAT"CTATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS+2 A18-TTAGATAGTATGACTATCT"ATGATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS+4 A18-TTAGATAGTATGACTATCTAT"GATCATGTATGATA-T18

nS+6 A18-TTAGATAGTATGACTATCTATGA"TCATGTATGATA-T18

nS+11 A18-TTAGATAGTATGACTATCTATGATCATG"TATGATA-T18

eral simulations for the mother 35-mer and 25-mer A-

trat fragments by the Partile-Mesh Ewald method

81

with full solvation and periodial boundaries. The or-

responding trajetories were ontinued to 5-10 ns, but

they showed muh less demonstrative bending dynamis.

The origin of this di�ulty is urrently unlear, but it

agrees with reent reports by some other authors

82

. Fi-

nally, the minimal model provides for substantial savings

in omputations. The saving fator is ritial beause

DNA bending is detetable only in relatively long frag-

ments and it is likely to involve very slow motions. In

spite of a few reported analogous simulations using full-

sale solvation

27,42

suh alulations would be too ostly

for the volume of sampling reahed here.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Constrution of DNA Fragments

The A-trat motif AAAATAG originally attrated our

attention in MD simulations of the natural DNA frag-

ment taken from the �rst urved DNA lous studied in

vitro

2,46

. The entral 35-mer A-trat repeat for the bent

fragments in Table I was onstruted by repeating this

motif four times and it had to be inverted to make the

two DNA termini symmetrial. Suh inversion should

not a�et bending,

83

but is essential for simulations be-

ause the 3'- and 5'-end A-trats may represent qual-

itatively di�erent boundaries. In repeated simulations

with this and similar A-trat fragments, the stati ur-

vature emerged spontaneously and it beame more ev-

ident as the hain length inreased

32,45

. To obtain a

referene non-A-trat DNA, we have re-shu�ed manu-

ally base pairs of the A-trat repeat. We preferred this

randomized sequene to ommonly used GC-rih straight

fragments in order to keep the base pair ontent idential

and redue the noise that ould ause small variations in

gel mobility. In order to amplify the PAGE resolution of

similarly bent niked DNA, the 35-mer fragments were

extended to 71 bp by adding poly(dA).poly(dT) tails.

The tails ontinue the mother 35-mer A-trat repeat se-

quene smoothly, whih should redue the possible per-

turbations that ould a�et the omparison of PAGE re-

sults with MD simulations that involved only the entral

35-mer niked fragments.

B. Relative PAGE Mobilities

A representative PAGE plate of the random sequene

series of non-phosphorylated niks is shown in Fig. 1.

All niked DNA exhibit similar mobilities lose to that

of the referene straight fragment. A weak retardation

e�et distinguishable for some nik positions is at the

limit of experimental auray. Qualitatively similar pat-

terns, but with stronger retardation were earlier reported

for niked DNA fragments under elevated temperature

and/or mild denaturating onditions

60,61,68

. We suppose,

therefore, that some redution of mobility in Fig. 1 re-

sults from the isotropi �exibility at nik positions that

is strongly redued at 4

◦
C. This small retardation should

be taken into aount in the interpretation of other tests

below.

Fig. 2 shows the results obtained in the same ondi-

tions for the A-trat niks. The pattern exhibited here

is evidently more omplex than that in Fig. 1. On the

one hand, for the entral nik positions, the mobilities
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−4  0 +2 R−6 −2 +4 +6R R R

FIG. 1: PAGE analysis of omparative mobilities of niked

DNA onstruted from the random fragment. The ontents of

the lanes is as follows (see Table I and Methods for fragment

odes). The lanes marked 'R' ("referene") ontain a mixture

of intat duplexes S and B. The series of lanes '-6', ..., '+6'

ontain nS-6o, ..., nS+6o, respetively.

are lose to that of the mother fragment, whih is qual-

itatively similar to Fig. 1. However, when the nik is

moved farther from the enter, the PAGE mobility grows

and beomes higher than that of the mother urved frag-

ment. It reahes maximum values for nB-4o and nB+6o,

but for nB-6o it is redued again. As a result, the mobil-

ities of nB-6o and nB-4o appear lose to those of nB+4o

and nB+4o, respetively, and the overall pattern of nik

bands in Fig. 2 appears skewed-sinusoidal, with the pe-

riod orresponding to that of the double helix. The in-

rease of PAGE mobility indiates redued DNA urva-

ture and this e�et an well be due to the relaxation pre-

dited by CBT. The amplitude of the redution is very

signi�ant sine it exeeds 30% of the urvature di�er-

ene between the S and B fragments produed by four

A-trats. This mobility pro�le suggests that the bak-

bone ompression is maximal within A-trats and mini-

mal between them. Although this spei� phasing is right

opposite to our �rst guess

32

it is aounted for by CBT

and not by other theories as we disuss further below.

However, there are a few alternative interpretations that

RB −6 −4 R −2  0 +2 +6+4R

FIG. 2: PAGE analysis of omparative mobilities of niked

DNA onstruted from the A-trat repeat fragment. The on-

tents of the lanes is as follows (see Table I and Methods for

fragment odes). The lanes marked 'B' and 'R' ("referene")

ontain the intat B and its mixture with S, respetively. The

series of lanes '-6', ..., '+6' ontain nB-6o, ..., nB+6o, respe-

tively.

should be onsidered �rst.

The �rst evident fator that should be heked is the

perturbed balane of phosphate harges. The two nik

series displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 have one phosphate

group less than the referene fragments B and S. Con-

sequently, their mobilities may be uniformly redued by

around 0.7%, whih would mean that the apparent redu-

tion of urvature in the niked A-trat fragments nB-4o

and nB+6o is even stronger than it is seems from Fig. 2.

This e�et, however, is not distinguishable in Fig. 1 sug-

gesting that it is too small and may be safely negleted.

The in�uene of phosphate harges an be more subtle,

however. The eletrostati models of DNA bending as-

sume that it is the broken balane of phosphate repulsion

at the opposite DNA sides that fores it to bend

31

. If the

A-trat urvature had an eletrostati origin, the phos-

phate "hole" at the nik ould perturb it by adding a

loal bend in a diretion that should rotate as the "hole"

is moved along the DNA hain. Like that the integral

urvature would be deviated and partially ompensated

in a way ompatible with the results shown in Fig. 2.

To hek this possibility, similar experiments were ar-

ried out for a series of analogous phosphorylated niks.

Their relative PAGE mobilities are ompared with other

results in Fig. 3. The mobility oe�ients Qm used in

this plate were omputed as follows. The Qm value of

the S fragment (see Table I) is always the largest in the

gel and it is arbitrarily assumed to equal 100. The Qm

of fragment B is assumed to equal 0. For any given band

its Qm is promotional to the distane from the fastest S

band in the same gel and it is estimated relative to the

distane between B and S. If a niked fragment migrates

slower than the B-band in the same gel its Qm is neg-

ative. In ontrast, if it is faster, the orresponding Qm

is positive below 100. Fig. 3 displays thus obtained Qm

values for all DNA fragments used in the present study.

With free 5'-phosphates added to the nik sites, the

phosphate "holes" are quenhed or even inverted, whih

should drastially hange the observed urvature modu-

lations. The results in Fig. 3, however, show the oppo-
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FIG. 3: Quantitative omparison of relative mobilities of

DNA fragments listed in Table I. The method of alula-

tion of the mobility oe�ients Qm is explained in the text.

The referene mobilities of fragments B and S are indiated

by horizontal dashed lines. The error bars indiate the esti-

mate of experimental errors obtained from variation of Qm in

repeated runs.

site. The original skewed-sinusoidal dependene is persis-

tent. At the same time, the phosphorylated niks exhibit

uniformly redued mobilities, whih agrees with earlier

reports

60,61

and should be attributed to the inreased

strand fraying in niks. The additional phosphate harge

inreases the inter-strand eletrostati repulsion at sin-

gle stranded breaks, whih should enhane the fraying

e�et as disussed in detail elsewhere

63

. Whatever the

reason of the uniformly redued mobility, however, Fig.

3 learly shows that the above hypothesis of eletrostati

urvature ompensation an be ruled out.

This �gure also shows the pro�le of mobilities of the

nBo series in the presene of Mg

2+
ions. The Mg

2+
ions

are long known to a�et the DNA urvature by inreasing

or reduing it depending upon the sequene

84,85

. In our

ase the urvature was inreased as judged from the ab-

solute PAGE separation of fragments B and S. It is seen

in Fig. 3 that the pro�le of the nik mobilities in the

presene of Mg

2+
ions remains qualitatively similar, but

some niks migrated slower than the mother B fragment.

Interpretation of this e�et depends upon the mehanism

by whih Mg

2+
inrease the A-trat urvature. If the

additional bend is aused by the eletrostati attration

due to Mg

2+
positioning between the phosphate groups

in the narrowings of the major groove than the gain in

the urvature may be larger when the DNA is niked in

the widening of the minor groove at the opposite side

of the bend. This interpretation would agree with Fig.

3 beause the negative Qm are observed for nik posi-

tions outside A-trats in the probable widenings of the

minor groove. It is also possible, however, that Mg

2+

ions somehow inrease the nik fraying espeially when

the nik position approahes the poly(dA).poly(dT) tails.

In this ase, the negative Qm values would have the same

origin as for the phosphorylated niks.

B S R D R D +11 R +6 D −9 R−4 +11 −4

nSo nBo nBo

FIG. 4: PAGE analysis of omparative mobilities of double

niked DNA onstruted from the random and A-trat repeat

fragments. The ontents of the lanes is as follows (see Table I

and Methods for fragment odes). The lanes marked 'S,', 'B'

and 'R' ("referene") ontain the intat fragments S, B, and

their mixture, respetively. Lanes marked by integer num-

bers ontain the orresponding single-niked DNA fragments

of the series marked below. Lanes marked 'D' ontain DNA

fragments arrying simultaneously the two niks from the left

and right neighbor lanes.

The results in Fig. 2 an also be interpreted with the

wedge model of DNA bending by assuming that niks

have a speial struture with a wedge in a �xed loal

diretion. The overall urvature is redued when this

wedge diretion is opposite to that of the initial bend and

inreased in the opposite orientation. Similarly to the

"phosphate hole" model above, skewed-sinusoidal modu-

lations of urvature should our as the nik site is trans-

lated along DNA. Note that this wedge should have a

very large angle sine it ompensates in nB-4o and nB+6o

more than 30% of the urvature due to four phased A-

trats. A strong wedge like that should result in an in-

reased urvature in nB+0o as well as in the nSo series in

Fig. 1, whih is not seen. This interpretation also would

not agree with earlier studies of nik strutures and gel

mobilities

58,61,63

. However, earlier PAGE studies were

arried out at higher temperatures where the isotropi

�exibility of niks ould, in priniple, dominate all other

e�ets. Also, the non-linear dependene of the gel mobil-

ity upon the urvature may be suh that the aeleration

e�et of the nik wedge in Fig. 2 is more pronouned than

the expeted retardation for nB+0o and the nSo series.

Therefore, in order to hek the above explanations, dou-

ble niked A-trat fragments were onstruted, with the

two sites separated by an odd number of helial half-turns

so that the hypothetial wedges had opposite diretions

and should have ompensated one another. The PAGE

mobilities of double niked fragments are ompared in

Fig. 4. These data evidently disagree with the forego-

ing wedge interpretation of mobility modulations. For

both nB-4o and nB+6o, the addition of a seond nik at

1.5 helial turn neither anel nor even redue the orre-

sponding band shifts with respet to Fig. 2. As expeted,

analogous onstruts for fragment S all show PAGE mo-

bilities similar to that of the intat duplex.

The experimental results presented above evidene

that single stranded breaks really redue the overall ur-
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TABLE II: Strutural parameters of standard and omputed

DNA onformations. The top row features the anonial B-

DNA values orresponding to the �ber rystal struture

72

.

The RMSD values were omputed with respet to this on-

formation. The results are shown for the last 1 ns averaged

strutures from the orresponding trajetories. The data for

B and S trajetories are taken from our previous report

32

.

The helioidals are the sequene averaged values omputed

with program Curves

86

. All distanes are in angströms and

angles in degrees.

Xdisp Inlin Rise Twist RMSD

B-DNA -0.7 -6.0 3.4 36.0 0.0

S -0.1 -4.7 3.5 34.4 4.1

B -0.4 -4.0 3.5 34.2 6.8

nB-4o -0.4 -3.3 3.5 34.7 6.0

nB-2o -0.3 -3.4 3.5 34.5 3.2

nB+0o -0.1 -5.0 3.5 34.5 6.4

nB+2o -0.7 -4.4 3.5 34.1 4.0

nB+4o -0.6 -4.5 3.5 34.1 3.3

nB+6o -0.6 -4.3 3.5 34.3 4.8

vature of the A-trat repeat in remarkable qualitative

agreement with CBT. Other theories of DNA bending

annot aount for these data unless strong ad ho as-

sumptions are introdued like sequene-and-position de-

pendent nik wedges, for example.

C. DNA Curvature in Simulations

As regards the overall stability of dynamis and its

loseness to the B form, all MD trajetories omputed in

the ourse of this studies were similar to our earlier sim-

ulations under similar onditions

32,45,46,75,79

. Table II

shows parameters of the �nal 1ns-average onformations.

They all have remarkably similar average helioidals or-

responding to a typial B-DNA. For example, the average

helial twist estimated from the best-�t B-DNA experi-

mental values

87

gives 34.0± 0.2◦ and 33.8± 0.2◦ for the

A-trat fragment and the randomized sequene, respe-

tively. The niks did not ause readily visible perturba-

tions and it was ommonly di�ult to distinguish them

in snapshots. Statistial analysis of the loal inter-base

parameters at nik positions is summarized in Table III.

As expeted, the broken DNA strand exhibits somewhat

inreased �exibility at the nik site. The most notieable

are muh stronger deviations of Twist form its anonial

values. A similar feature is smaller, but distinguishable

for Tilt and Roll. On the other hand, the nanoseond

time sale �utuations haraterized by the standard de-

viations are not very di�erent with and without the nik.

The last observation suggests that, as long as the bases

at the niked step remain in the stak, their rapid mo-

tions are restrained to the same degree as in the intat

struture, and that the above strong deviations of some

averages are due to slower global motions that our in

muh longer time sales. Apart from these strong �utu-

TABLE III: Loal inter-base parameters at strand breaks.

The niked steps only were analyzed with Curves

86

in the last

�ve 1ns averaged strutures. The same steps were analyzed

in their intat states by similarly using the B trajetory of the

mother A-trat fragment. Eah fragment is haraterized by

two lines showing the averages and standard deviations for

the given base step in its niked (top) and intat (bottom)

states. All distanes are in angströms and angles in degrees.

Shift Slide Rise Tilt Roll Twist

nB− 4o

1.2±0.3 -0.4±0.1 3.3±0.1 9.7±1.7 -14.6± 4.9 40.5±1.3

0.9±0.8 -0.7±0.2 3.2±0.2 7.8±2.7 -4.1± 5.1 37.5±5.8

nB− 2o

0.5±0.2 2.6±0.1 3.2±0.1 12.7±1.4 4.2± 3.0 7.8±2.9

1.2±0.9 0.1±0.2 3.2±0.2 10.3±3.4 5.8± 2.7 37.5±2.2

nB + 0o

-1.0±0.1 1.2±0.2 3.6±0.2 -11.1±6.5 1.8± 2.4 52.2±2.8

0.4±0.2 -1.2±0.2 3.5±0.1 0.7±1.0 -1.8± 2.7 32.6±1.0

nB + 2o

-0.9±0.1 -0.1±0.6 2.8±0.1 14.0±2.7 -2.3± 7.9 20.7±2.7

0.1±0.2 -1.8±0.1 3.8±0.1 -2.6±2.6 -3.8± 1.5 32.0±1.6

nB + 4o

-0.6±0.2 -1.3±0.2 3.3±0.2 5.3±2.8 -10.8±10.1 25.6±1.7

-0.2±0.1 -1.5±0.2 3.4±0.1 3.6±2.1 -10.3± 2.8 30.4±0.8

nB + 6o

0.8±0.1 -0.4±0.3 3.4±0.2 9.6±2.0 -23.9± 5.1 39.0±1.7

0.5±0.2 -1.1±0.2 3.4±0.2 3.7±3.0 -8.3± 1.2 37.0±2.1

ations, however, we did not observe any repetitive stati

perturbations that might be attributed to strand break-

ing. Moreover, strongly non-anonial helial parameters

are sometimes enountered in intat steps as well. As it

was for dynamis of the mother A-trat DNA fragment

32

,

the rms deviations from the anonial strutures seen in

Table II are largely due to variation of the overall urva-

ture.

Fig. 5 ompares the overall DNA urvature in the

last �ve 1ns averaged onformations from all trajetories

mentioned in Table II. It is seen that the mother A-trat

fragment (B) reahed the largest bending amplitudes non

aessible to other fragments. The most stable and signif-

iant urvature among the niks is obtained for nB-4o and

nB+0o. Detailed in Fig. 6 is the dynamis of the bend

diretion. Its short time sale �utuations are smaller

when bending is strong, therefore, Fig. 6 also gives an

estimate of the bending amplitude. Again we note that

the mother A-trat fragment (B) is distinguished by the

rapid establishment of urvature. However, onvergene

to a statially bent state is lear for nB-4o and nB+0o

as well. Following to our previous approah

32,45,46

an

attempt has been made to on�rm the attrating prop-

erty of the bent state for nB+0o by running dynamis

starting from the anonial A-DNA onformation. The

orresponding trajetory was ontinued to 17 ns and it

showed onvergene of the same bending diretion as in

Fig. 6, but with a somewhat smaller amplitude.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that our MD simulations failed
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FIG. 5: (a) Geometri onstrutions used for evaluating the

DNA bending. The amplitude of bending is measured by the

angle between the ends of the urved helial axis produed by

the Curves algorithm

86

. The two oordinate frames shown

are the global Cartesian oordinates (OXYZ), and the loal

frame onstruted in the middle point aording to the Cam-

bridge onvention (O'JKL)

88

. The urve is rotated with two

its ends �xed at the Z-axis to put the middle point in plane

XOZ. The bending diretion is measured by angle ϕ between

this plane and vetor J of the loal frame. By de�nition, this

vetor points to the major DNA groove along the short axis

of the referene base pair

88

. Consequently, the zero ϕ value

orresponds to the overall bend towards the minor groove in

the middle of the DNA fragment as it was in the very �rst

analyses of loal DNA urvature

11

.

(b) Polar plot of bending angle (A) versus diretion (phi).

The results are shown for the last �ve 1 ns averaged stru-

tures from eah trajetory, with the urvature measured as

explained in plate (a).

to reprodue a regular variation of the bending magni-

tude with the nik position as seen in the PAGE exper-

iments above. Fragments nB-4o and nB+0o exhibit no-

tieable urvature omparable, but smaller than that of

the intat duplex. Aording to experiment, the urva-

ture in nB+0o is similar to that in the mother fragment,

but for nB-4o it should be de�nitely smaller. Fragment

nB+6o exhibited less stable bending in a similar diretion

whereas for nB-2o, nB+2o, and nB+4o the 20 ns duration

of trajetories apparently was not su�ient for onver-

gene. At the same time, our alulations on�rm that,

in qualitative agreement with experiment, single strand

breaking interferes with bending and generally redues

it. It is remarkable in Fig. 5 that strong bends beyond

40

◦
were observed only in diretions roughly orrespond-

ing to that in the mother fragment, whih on�rms the

strong attrating property of this bent state. Taking into

aount the unlear physial nature of the phenomenon

being studied and the omplexity of the model system we

onsider the partial qualitative agreement ahieved here

as very satisfatory.

In spite of this only limited agreement with experi-

ment, we tried to use the ensemble of omputed urved

DNA onformations to larify the origin of the e�et pro-

dued by niks upon the A-trat urvature. To this end,

for eah of the fragments B, nB-4o, nB+0o, and nB+6o a

nanoseond of dynamis have been seleted for a more de-

tailed analysis. The orresponding 1ns average strutures

are marked by arrows in Fig. 5. They all orrespond to

the largest degree of urvature reahed during these tra-

jetories. For B and nB+6o these are the last nanose-

ond strutures. In ontrast, for nB-4o and nB+0o the

17th and the 19th nanoseonds were used, respetively.

Aording to Fig. 5, these bends are more or less onver-

gent suggesting that the orresponding dynamis should

be similar and subtle di�erenes aused by niks might

be detetable. As seen in Fig. 7, for fragments B, nB-4o,

and nB+6o the averaged onformations are rather lose

to one another. The urved DNA axis is almost planar

with two or three zones of inreased bending found be-

tween the A-trats. In ontrast, for nB+0o the urved

axis is strongly non-planar due to signi�ant deviation

of bend diretion in its entral zone from the other two.

As a result, for B, nB-4o, and nB+6o the overall bend is

lose to the sum of loal bends, but for nB+Oo it is muh

smaller. The minor groove pro�les averaged over the or-

responding 1 ns periods are ompared in Fig. 8. Again

one an note a similarity between B, nB-4o, and nB+6o

versus a more omplex pro�le for nB+Oo. The widenings

of the minor groove are found between A-trats and they

roughly orrespond to the zones of inreased bending in

Fig. 7. Aording to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, a redued overall

bending amplitude in nB-4o and nB+6o with respet to

the mother A-trat fragment is attributable to the en-

tral zone where the widening is also less signi�ant. In

ontrast, the smaller urvature in nB+0o is mainly due

to the lost phasing between the loal bends.

Relaxation of A-trat urvature by single stranded
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breaks has been originally proposed as a oneptual test

of CBT

32

. The results reported here qualitatively agree

with its preditions and strongly support this model ver-

sus its alternatives. At the same time, the nik position

dependene as revealed by our PAGE tests is inverted

with respet to to the original guess

32

. We thought that

the bakbone ompression is maximal in the widenings

of the minor groove, therefore, niks between A-trats

should relax bending stronger than niks inside them.

In ontrast, the experiments reported above suggest that

the bakbone ompression should inrease inside A-trats

and redue outside them. Beause A-trats are found

at the internal edge of the urved double helix the last

suggestion agrees with the simple physial intuition that

says that the surfae of a urved ylinder is ompressed

at its inner edge and strethed at the opposite side. In

order to understand whih bakbone omponent an be

responsible for the ompression/frustration relationship

postulated by CBT we tried to measure the spei� bak-

bone length by using pairs of similar atoms in neighboring

residues.

For all atom pairs the resulting pro�les of the bakbone

length appear very noisy and regular modulations an be

seen only after averaging with a sliding window. Inspe-

tion of all atom pairs allows one to divide them in two

groups. For atoms of phosphate groups and their neigh-

bors, the measured bakbone length usually is larger at

the inner side of the bend and smaller at the opposite

side, whih may be viewed as a trend towards the A-

from in the widenings of the major groove. However,

these modulations are very weak, in agreement with the

onventional view of the B-DNA bakbone as being non-

ompressible

90,91

. In ontrast, for a group of bakbone

atoms inluding O4' and its lose neighbors, strong regu-

lar osillations of the bakbone length ould be revealed,

with their phases being opposite to those in the �rst

group. The average bakbone pro�les produed by inter-

O4' distanes are shown in Fig. 9. They were omputed

for the 1 ns intervals of trajetories marked in Fig. 5. It

is seen that the bakbone length orrelates with the mi-

nor groove pro�les in Fig. 8, but does not repeat them.

Thus measured spei� bakbone length reahes its lo-

al minima at the inner edge of the bent DNA ylinder

and orresponds exatly to the nik positions in nB-4o

and nB+6o. Similar osillations are observed in X-ray

strutures of bent DNA available in NDB

92

(AKM, un-

published). It may seem surprising that pro�les in Fig.

9 exhibit no perturbations at strand breaks, but this re-

sults from smoothing. In the non-smoothed plots the

single stranded breaks in nB+6o and nB+0o were dis-

tinguished by very small and very large distanes, re-

spetively, but they have been ompensated by strong

opposite deviations in the neighboring steps.

The foregoing analysis demonstrates that the DNA

bakbone behaves as a omplex mehanial system rather

than a hain of strings or rigid rods, and that di�erent

its omponents ompress and streth in di�erent zones of

the urved DNA. Nevertheless, the orrelations revealed

in Fig. 9 suggest that the bakbone ompression, if it re-

ally exists, should mainly a�et sugar-sugar interations

and that they an be at the origin of the intrinsi bak-

bone frustration. Even though in B-DNA onseutive

O4' atoms do not interat, the neighboring sugar rings

make a number of diret ontats non-mediated by the

solvent.

IV. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The results presented here provide new insights in

the putative physial mehanism of intrinsi DNA ur-

vature. This intriguing phenomenon seems to be exhaus-

tively studied, but it still attrats great interest. The

A-trat repeats and single stranded breaks both have

been earlier reognized as elements spei�ally involved

in DNA bending. To our best knowledge, however, no-

body heked what ould be their umulative e�et. Here

it is found that niks relax the intrinsi urvature indued

by A-trat repeats in onditions where they do not a�et

the random sequene DNA. The relaxation e�et depends

upon the nik position with respet to the bend. It is very

signi�ant when the nik is at the inner edge of the bent

DNA inside A-trats, and is gradually redued essentially

to zero when the nik is moved to the outer surfae of the

bend. This behavior is in qualitative agreement with the

CBT and it suggests that the bakbone ompression in

the urved DNA is larger in the minor groove narrowings

at the inner surfae.

The MD simulations on�rm that single stranded

breaks interfere with, and tend to relax the A-trat in-

dued urvature. For about a half of the DNA frag-

ments studied, the duration of trajetories provided re-

produible onvergene to statially bent states in good

agreement with experiment as well as earlier simulations.

Inspetion of the omputed onformations reveals strong

regular modulations of the loal bakbone length as mea-

sured by distanes between ertain sugar atoms, with

ompression reahing its maximum at the inner edge of

the bend where niks produe the strongest relaxation in

experiments. These results provide additional support to

the CBT and suggest that the frustration in the B-DNA

bakbone may result from interations between onseu-

tive sugar rings.
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FIG. 6: The time evolution of the bending diretion as mea-

sured by the ϕ angle in Fig. 5a (in degrees). Here the axis

of the urved double helix was omputed as the best �t om-

mon axis of oaxial ylindrial surfaes passing through sugar

atoms, whih gives solutions lose to those produed by the

Curves algorithm

86

. The traes have been smoothed by aver-

aging with a window of 60 ps and are displayed with a time

step of 40 ps.

B nB−4o nB+0o nB+6o

FIG. 7: Shemati drawings of the of 1 ns averaged stru-

tures marked by arrows in Fig. 5. The pitures were pro-

dued with Curves

86

. The bakbone breaks are distinguished

by three onseutive gaps in the ribbons, but only the entral

phosphate is in fat absent. Two orthogonal views are shown.

The upper and lower views orrespond to the negative dire-

tion of the OY axis and the positive diretion of the OX axis,

respetively, as shown in in Fig. 5a.
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FIG. 8: The pro�les of the minor groove pro�le averaged

over the 1 ns trajetory intervals marked in Fig. 5. The

entral traes represent the average groove width with rms

�utuations shown as error bars. The upper and lower solid

traes show the maximal and minimal values, respetively.

The groove width is evaluated by using spae traes of C5'

atoms

89

. Its value is given in angströms, with the orrespond-

ing anonial A- and B-DNA levels indiated by the horizontal

dashed lines. The vertial grey bars mark nik positions.
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FIG. 9: Bakbone length pro�les averaged over the 1 ns tra-

jetory intervals marked in Fig. 5. The plots were generated

by using inter-O4' distanes. The entral traes represent the

average with rms �utuations shown as error bars. The upper

and lower solid traes show the maximal and minimal values,

respetively. All pro�les were smoothed with a sliding window

of 3 base pair steps. The length is given in angströms, with

the orresponding anonial A- and B-DNA levels indiated

by the horizontal dashed lines. The vertial grey bars mark

nik positions.
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